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STAIR CLIMBER

SC1000

High (cm) 223

Width (cm) 97

Long (cm) 160

Net Weight (Kg) 226

Transmission Flywheel

Step height 30cms

Screen LED Dot Matrix

Default programmes 8

Maximum user weight (kg) 180

HRC No

Handlebar pulse sensors Yes

Wireless pulse measurement Yes

Bottle holder Yes

Emergency stop system Yes

Visual usage alert system Step marks

Speed 24-162 step/min

Resistance level 20

Step measure 55x20.5cm

Steps available 3

User profile (uPrg) 1

SC1000 | CLIMBER
The SC1000 offers smooth climbing with 20 speeds making 

it incredibly flexible for users who want gentle climbs or 

for those who want a high intensity workout. The wide 

steps offer a safe experience for the most demanding 

climbers.

LED INDICATORS AND INTEGRATED CONTROLS. Includes 
visual gear indicators, integrated controls and pulse sensor.

VISUAL SAFETY LINES. Each step has an orange visual line 
at the limit of the step to visually control the end of the step. 

EXTRA STEP. With this extra step on the side, we increase 
the user's safety when starting and stopping the exercise.
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- The DOT MATRIX display with top LED window graphically shows the exercise progress. The
lower alphanumeric display gives user feedback before and after exercise. The lower 4-LED
window shows simultaneous information on Speed, Time/Distance, Calories and Heart Rate.
- Quick Start for quick start of training.
- USB port.

LED DISPLAY

TECHNICAL FEATURES - CLIMBER SC1000 MOVEMIA

- High-strength ST52 aluminium and steel structure, with high-end finishes on all internal components.
- Painted ABS plastic housing with a technology similar to that used in the automotive sector for high
durability and resistance.
- Automatic emergency stop button for voltage.
- Heart rate sensors located on the handlebars; very accurate and large for ease of use.
- Equipment for a tele-metric reading of the heart rate by chest strap compatible with the most sold
solutions on the market (strap not included).




